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Executive Summary
 Brexit-related uncertainty is unlikely to affect the mortgage market until 2018
at the earliest, and is more likely to show real impact the year after that
 Gross mortgage lending including product transfer business in 2017
is likely to be closer to £350bn - £100bn more than the CML is estimating
 This puts product transfer lending at £100bn in 2017 – a level similar to 2016
 Government, the Treasury and regulators must allow changes to buy-to-let
underwriting and tax treatment to bed in before further tinkering with the market
 AMI is proposing that stamp duty be made a regional tax to allow it to better
reflect local housing market dynamics and free up those who want to move home
but cannot afford the tax bill to do so
 AMI is supportive of innovation but mindful that new approaches on the part of
lenders to restrict distribution under the guise of offering limited choice through
technology may not be in customers’ best interests
 Embellished price comparison sites that still require discussions with a broker or
effectively sit on the boundaries of non-advised are not the “robo-advice” panaceas
that the PR messages are selling
 We have found evidence of different sets of compliance standards being accepted
across online advisers with some appearing to divest themselves of full regulatory
responsibility for the advice given through their small print
 Any consideration of restricting or banning procuration fees in favour of charging
the customer is likely to deprive the most vulnerable from advice they badly need
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4 Costs and prices
Economic Overview
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peculation over the stability of the UK
economy following Brexit is rife. Markets
remain volatile, despite global equity
prices rising. Commodity prices are also rising,
pushing up inflation and while politicians
continue to bicker on the global stage, a further
layer of uncertainty is dogging confidence.
Adding to the uncertainty is the knowledge
that Government, having triggered Article 50,
has prompted many to argue that 2017 will be
a poor performer economically, followed by
worse to come.
AMI is less sure. Inflation remains historically
low despite rising, albeit marginally. CPI
inflation increased to 2.3 per cent in February
2017, from 1.6 per cent in December 2016.
The Bank of England notes that UK economic
activity remained resilient in the second half of
2016.
In its February Inflation Report, the Bank
said: “Growth is likely to slow over 2017 as
households adjust their spending to lower real
income growth resulting in large part from the
18 per cent fall in the relative value of sterling
since late 2015.”
That fall in sterling will raise CP inflation,
however current projections do not see the
rate exceeding 3 per cent which whilst above
target is below the last 10-year average.
Wage growth is still lower than pre-financial
crisis levels when it averaged around 4 per
cent. Wage growth appears to have settled
at around 2 to 3 per cent over the past two
years. The Monetary Policy Committee had
expected falling unemployment and firmer
productivity growth to lead to a pick-up in
wage growth. Although the Bank of England
does not see disposable incomes rising in
the near term, AMI does not consider this a
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Chart 4.1 CPI inflation is projected to continue to rise
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(a) The green diamonds show Bank staff’s central projection for CPI inflation in October,
November and December 2016 at the time of the November Inflation Report. The blue
diamonds show the current staff projection for January, February and March 2017. The
bands on each side of the green and blue diamonds show the root mean squared error of the
projections for CPI inflation one, two and three months ahead made since 2004.

Source: Bank of England
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Chart 1.14 Borrowing and deposit rates facing
households and companies have fallen further
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Lending is now largely driven by remortgage
and product transfer and this is reflected in
increasingly weak estate agency transaction
levels. The recent Government Housing White
Paper acknowledged the drag on transactions
and posed questions of how to boost activity. A
simple first step would be to review the current
stamp duty land tax and where it is applied.
An increasing number of homes in the UK are
owned outright with recent figures suggesting
that around one in three homes in England
has no debt secured against it. Many of these

of Mortgage Intermediaries
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AMI
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lenders to UK individuals
excluding
student loans.
Sources: Bank of England, Finance & Leasing Association, ONS and Bank calculations.

(b) Dealership car finance lending is estimated using the change in outstanding stock and it may
therefore reflect breaks in the series. Data are not yet available for 2016 Q4.

2.3 Business spending

Chart 2.8 Housing market activity has risen slightly
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Additionally, we would like to see work done to
review whether stamp duty could become a tax
paid by the property seller rather than buyer
- or whether sellers over state pension age
could make one sale and purchase and defer
the final stamp duty payment until final sale of
that purchased property. This is unlikely to be
agreed in the short-term given pressure on UK
finances but could have a significant impact on
buyers’ affordability and attitudes in the longterm and should therefore not be thrown out
as unrealistic.

Buy-to-Let
AMI was encouraged to see the Housing
White Paper acknowledge the importance of a
healthy private rented sector, though we have
reservations about the long-term commitment
of institutional investors to the sector.
An over-reliance on investors whose ultimate
aim must be to capitalise on their investment
– in bulk – to produce returns could store
up problems for tenants long-term. The
requirement for an income yield and capital
appreciation is the same whether it is an
institutional investor or a private landlord.
Indeed the costs of the large scale player may
drive rents higher.
Perhaps the biggest risk facing the UK
mortgage and housing market currently is that

about the timing and extent of that fall.
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The market must be allowed to adjust to
these material changes over the next few
years before any further tinkering by the
Government, Treasury or regulators is
considered. However the impact should not
be underestimated and it might be that the
combination of all these changes has gone
much further than any of the individual
interventions intended. With the most likely
outcome of the income tax changes being
a rise in rent or property disposal this runs
counter to the Housing White Paper objectives
of a sustainable and affordable private rented
sector.
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Innovation and
Technology
Innovation in the mortgage market has been
under the microscope in the past 12 months
and the FCA competition review will continue
this theme. There has been very little product
innovation in the past decade as regulatory
change has consumed most IT development
budgets. However in the past few months we
have seen change in the distribution landscape
with several new advisers launching on the
premise they offer online mortgage advice.
There has also been much support given to
those developing new and innovative ways to
distribute and provide mortgages to customers
in a way that works well for them.
The FCA’s regulatory sandbox environment
is one example of the support these firms
have had recently. It should be noted that
this is funded by existing firms to support
competition that may take the bread from their
table. In such practices, the FCA itself is having
to be very careful not to unduly influence
competition in the market.
While AMI is supportive of innovation in the
mortgage market and in the way advice can be
accessed specifically, we are concerned that
there may be an unconscious bias building
towards newer firms that market themselves as
online when in fact they may not be providing
the full service that customers or lenders
believe them to be.
Embellished price comparison sites that still
require discussions with a broker or effectively
sit on the boundaries of non-advised are
not the ‘robo-advice’ panaceas that the PR
messages are selling.
For example, we have found evidence of
different sets of compliance standards across
online advisers with some appearing to divest
themselves of full regulatory responsibility for
the advice given through their small print. AMI
has asked the question: If established mortgage
advisers are required to compensate customers
who have a legitimate complaint about the

advice they were given without limit on that
compensation, should not online advisers also
be held to the same account?
AMI is concerned that the regulatory
sandbox environment, in its desire to support
innovation, may be unconsciously condoning
less onerous compliance standards than those
required from established firms. If an unfair bias
is being constructed for newer firms, whose
advice and complaints history is yet to be
seen, AMI would like to see this appropriately
addressed by the regulator.
As well as innovation on the distribution side,
AMI is also aware of developments on direct to
borrower technology among multiple lenders.
Rumour abounds that several lenders are
working together to develop a platform that
simplifies mortgage applications for customers.
This would be an improvement on the
traditional price comparison websites and
sourcing systems which list products on visible
criteria such as price, LTV or fee. Instead, it
would partially underwrite the customer to
give a ‘personalised’ best buy table.
Developments such as this are to be welcomed
– anything that improves the customer
experience when applying for a mortgage
is positive. It does raise several questions
however. We know that customers seek ease
of access and behaviourally, are unlikely to
shop around if they are presented with a
variety of options – even where those options
may not be the most appropriate for their
circumstances. Clarity on restricted scope,
product and price is essential.
Additionally, a number of options from several
different lenders does not necessarily mean the
borrower has been given enough information
to be able to make an informed choice: limiting
choice under the guise of offering it is not
clear and could be seen to be misleading for
borrowers.
This is one of the reasons that the regulator
is currently investigating price comparison
websites, that give the impression of searching
the whole of the market but incorporate bias,
sometimes relating to referral commissions
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and sometimes as a result of there being no
commercial relationship between the site and a
lender.
The same can also be said of intermediary
sourcing systems. AMI is supportive of
innovation but mindful that any behaviour on
the part of lenders to restrict distribution under
the guise of offering choice through technology
may be anti-competitive.
There is one further concern: lender criteria
are binary when fed through technology;
underwriting and decision-making is
subjective. Even with partial online fact finds
to inform product filtering, individual lenders’
underwriting approaches and propensity to
flex criteria marginally where a case merits it
cannot be incorporated into this process.
Borrowers rely on brokers’ personal knowledge
of lender appetite and how this flexes
depending on time of year, lending appetite
and case performance history of the introducer.

Remuneration
Strategies
The FCA is currently consulting on the
competitive effect of certain types of
remuneration in the mortgage market as well
as seeking views on whether commission could
be construed as causing consumer detriment.
This relates to the points raised above: insofar
as customers believe they are being given
information that reflects the whole of the
market, restricting the flow of this information
should be seen as misleading the customer.
Brokers are under a regulatory obligation to
disclose their scope of advice and do. Price
comparison websites do not; as a result of not
giving advice they do not need to disclose that
they may favour or exclude certain lenders or
products from their search results.
The result of referral commissions paid to
platforms that direct customers to lenders
directly is to create a product or provider bias
based on those commissions.

“Firms’ strategies and behaviours
may intentionally or unintentionally
lead them to design products and/
or services that exploit or reinforce
consumer and adviser biases. This may
manifest itself, for example, if firms
design products primarily to ensure
they rank highly in best buy tables,
on price comparison websites or in
mortgage sourcing systems, or firms
may provide mortgage calculators
which do not accurately reflect the
amount individual consumers can in
fact borrow.” - The Financial Conduct Authority
Procuration fees are also under scrutiny as part
of this review. Intermediated mortgage sales
had fallen to around 50 per cent of total sales
in 2009/10 following the financial crisis. They
now account for 67 per cent. The number of
consumers seeking advice meanwhile has risen
from 67 per cent in 2008 to 97 per cent in H2
2016, based upon the gross mortgage lending
data excluding product transfers.
The FCA has noted it wants to understand
the extent to which the Mortgage Market
Review rules have driven these changes, and
how the changes have affected outcomes for
consumers.
AMI believes that this is a laudable wish but
considers there are a number of factors at play.
Firstly the market has grown from £134bn
in 2010 to £245bn in 2016, and traditionally
excess capacity in the market has always
been supplied by intermediaries. The direct
to consumer channel has always struggled to
deliver more than £100bn in completions.
We should also raise the example of the Retail
Distribution Review. This banned commission
payments by investment firms to advisers for
recommending their products. Following its
introduction in 2012, advisers began charging
customers directly for investment advice,
on an ongoing basis. Mortgage advice bears
little resemblance to investment advice – it is
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transactional, repeated only at certain trigger
points such as remortgage or the purchase of a
property.
In order to pay for the cost of giving advice –
and the cost of advice given on applications
that do not complete, removing proc fees in
favour of charging the customer is likely to
deprive the most vulnerable from advice they
badly need. This is particularly troublesome in
a market where the most vulnerable customers
may have to take advice to purchase a product
but cannot afford the advice in order to do so.
Referral fees also pose difficulties. Advice is
currently regulated in siloes, necessitating
multiple qualifications, permissions and
regulatory fees for advisers wishing to operate
across multiple siloes.
In order to minimise cost and risk within the
constrictions of existing regulation, but not
compromise on the quality and breadth of
advice given to customers, advisers have
adopted a referral structure. This serves
customer needs well and allows advisers to
remain commercially viable.
However, increasingly, advisers are frightened
of their own shadows, especially in the
wake of consumer credit transferring to FCA
supervision. AMI members report feeling
increasingly uncomfortable discussing a client’s
financial situation fully without having the full

scope of permissions available across mortgage,
consumer credit, debt consolidation, retirement
and investment. For example, it may be hard
to discuss remortgage to pay off debt without
potentially straying into consumer credit,
pension income and equity release depending
on the customer’s individual circumstances.
This is set to get worse. We already have an
unregulated Help to Buy ISA and now have the
introduction of the Lifetime ISA. These products
require no advice for a customer to take them
out and yet they are likely to be brought up
in wider financial planning conversations. The
changes proposed to the definitions of what
comprises ‘advice’ in the investment sector
proposed for January 2018 might be a good
point to extend this debate.
AMI would like to see clarity issued by
the regulator on what components of the
interaction between adviser and client
constitutes advice across all of the areas of
need that the average consumer has.
These dynamics are intrinsic to assessing the
need for referral fees in the market. A more
holistic approach to advising a client is to be
welcomed. But this must be balanced with an
economically sustainable environment in which
it can be compliantly provided without undue
risk that FCA or Financial Ombudsman Service
will ascribe responsibility where none was
understood.

